BAY FILLY


1st dam

ASIAN INFLUENCE, by Pine Bluff. Unraced. Dam of 1 registered foal, above.

2nd dam

ASIAN, by Damascus. 4 wins at 3, $67,912, My Juliet S. (AKS, $11,520), 2nd Rose Rock H. (RP, $5,820). Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 winners, incl.—

S. S. Asiatic. 2 wins at 3, $55,116. Dam of 6 foals, 4 winners, including—


3rd dam

Bamesian, by Buckpasser. 6 wins at 3 and 4, $109,306, 2nd Real Delight H., Jeanne d’Arc S., Furl Sail H. Dam of 10 foals, 9 winners, including—


4th dam

AMALESIAN, by *Ambiorix. 6 wins at 3, $29,500. Half-sister to PRINCESSNESIAN, BOLDNESIAN, JACKAL, Flush. Dam of 10 winners, including—

SHIMMY. 4 wins to 4, $119,225, Senorita S., etc. Producer. Granddam of

ITSACRYINGSHAME ($160,297), Living Lavida Lisa ($132,587).

CHAUFFEUR. 4 wins at 2 and 4, $85,865, Tremont S., 2nd Sapling S., etc.

Bamesian. Stakes-placed winner, above.

Occult. 5 wins, 2 to 4, $23,893. Dam of BUCK ‘N BRONC ($150,053, sire), PERTSEMLIDIS [L] ($144,159). Granddam of

MYSTERY GIVER [G2], $1,244,715; IOYA TWO [G3], $460,851, La Bombonera [L] ($120,717), French Dish ($66,505), Reinhold, Ivojen. Treasure. 2 wins at 3, $16,545. Dam of Norwegian (sire). Granddam of


Engagements: Breeders’ Cup.

Foaled in Kentucky. (KTDF).